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Abstract

In this article, we present results from a literature review of intrinsic, instrumental, and relational values of nature conducted for the
Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services, as part of theMethodological Assessment of the Diverse
Values and Valuations of Nature.We identify themost frequently recurringmeanings in the heterogeneous use of different value types and
their association with worldviews and other key concepts. From frequent uses, we determine a coremeaning for each value type,which
is sufficiently inclusive to serve as an umbrella over different understandings in the literature and specific enough to help highlight its
difference from the other types of values. Finally, we discuss convergences, overlapping areas, and fuzzy boundaries between different
value types to facilitate dialogue, reducemisunderstandings, and improve themethods for valuation of nature’s contributions to people,
including ecosystem services, to inform policy and direct future research.

Keywords: assessments, biodiversity, philosophy, policy, ethics, sustainability

The ways individuals, communities, and societies express, em-
body, or articulate the importance of nature and people–nature
relationships take many forms. This diversity has important im-
plications for research, policy, and valuation around nature and
nature’s contributions to people (NCP), including ecosystem ser-
vices (Anderson et al. 2022, IPBES 2022). Recent publications em-
phasize the need to focus on the multiple and diverse values of
nature to achieve socially equitable and environmentally sustain-
able outcomes (Chan et al. 2016, Himes and Muraca 2018, Ken-
ter et al. 2019, Köhler et al. 2019, Zafra-Calvo et al. 2020, IPBES
2022). Simultaneously, numerous international bodies have rec-
ognized this need. In this vein, the Intergovernmental Science-

Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES)
commissioned and approved the Methodological Assessment of the
Diverse Values and Valuations of Nature (hereafter, the values as-
sessment), in which the organization found that policy decisions
have been largely based on a narrow set of market values of
nature, underpinning the global biodiversity crisis. The values as-
sessment concludes that identifyingmultiple values and incorpo-
rating them into policymaking provides leverage points for trans-
formative change toward more just and sustainable futures, in
line with Agenda 2030, the Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity
Framework, and other multilateral agreements (CBD 2022, IPBES
2022, Pascual et al. 2023, United Nations 2023).
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Figure 1. The process and workflow of systematic literature review for intrinsic, instrumental, and relational specific values. For further information
and data management report, see Muraca and Gould (2022).
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The values assessment proposes a typology to synthesize ways
f conceptualizing the values of nature across diverse disciplines
nd knowledge systems (IPBES 2022). Accordingly, nature’s values
ay be organized on the basis of four interrelated dimensions:
orldviews and knowledge systems (ontologies and ways individ-
als or groups interpret, inhabit, and modify the world around
hem), broad values (life goals and guiding principles), specific val-
es (opinions and judgments about the importance and meaning
f something in specific contexts), and value indicators (the quan-
itative measures or qualitative descriptions of importance given
o specific values; Raymond et al. 2023).
In the present article, we focus on the dimension of specific

alues, using the most common classification found in the aca-
emic literature: intrinsic, instrumental, and relational values
IPBES 2022). Within the wider values typology, specific values
eflect how people, communities, and societies justify why and
ow nature and people–nature relationships are important to
hem. They represent historical contributions from, inter alia,
nvironmental education, environmental ethics, conservation bi-
logy, and ecosystem services literatures.Researchers in these dis-
iplines have sought to address the value of nature for its own
ake, nature’s benefit to people, and the value of noninstrumen-
al and meaningful people–nature relationships (Díaz et al. 2015,
han et al. 2016).
As part of the values assessment, we conducted a systematic

iterature review of these three specific value types to identify
ore meanings, trends, themes, disciplinary discrepancies, areas
f convergence, and policy implications (see Anderson et al. 2022).
ollowing the IPBES methods guidelines, the review process was
ocumented and made publicly available in an annex to the val-
es assessment (Muraca and Gould 2022), and its results are pre-
ented and discussed in the present article to (1) identify themost
requently recurring meanings in the heterogeneous use of differ-
nt value types and their association with worldviews and other
ey concepts in the wider typology of values developed in the val-
es assessment; (2) to determine a core meaning for each value
ype that is inclusive enough to serve as an umbrella over differ-
nt uses in the literature and specific enough to help highlight
ts difference from the other types of values; and (3) to discuss
onvergences, overlapping areas, and fuzzy boundaries between
ifferent value types to facilitate dialogue, reduce misunder-
tandings, and improve methods for pluralistic valuation of NCP
including ecosystem services), inform policy, and direct future
esearch.

urveying the literature
he literature review encompassed a systematized search, a qual-
tative analysis based on interpretive coding, and critical interpre-
ive synthesis (figure 1; Dixon-Woods et al. 2006, Macura et al.
019). The publicly available protocol guarantees the traceabil-
ty and repeatability of the search process by documenting the
earch strings, the selection (inclusions and exclusions) crite-
ia, and the interpretative codes used by all reviewers. We chose
our academic databases (Web of Science, EBSCOhost Academic
earch Premier, Google Scholar, and SCOPUS) to guarantee a wide
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pectrum of sources and to mitigate known disciplinary biases
Mongeon and Paul-Hus 2016). The searches were conducted in
nglish in April 2020, with no limits on publication dates. The
earch terms in titles, keywords, abstracts, or subjects were ad-
usted according to the particular database structure and were fo-
used on combinations of value terms (intrinsic value, instrumental
alue, relational value) with nature-related terms (ecosystem services,
ature’s contributions to people, or nature; seeMuraca andGould 2022
or details).
After a first selection of results (elimination of duplicates and

rticles not relevant to the topic on the basis of title and ab-
tract), we identified 284 relevant articles for potential coding.
e further eliminated materials for which we could not find full

exts; the full text was written in a language that the reviewers
ould not understand; or, on reviewing the full text, the paper
id not address values of nature—for example, if the term nature
as used as synonymous of essence and had no reference to the
nvironment.
After these eliminations, we coded 239 articles. The reviewers

nalyzed the literature on the basis of a shared codebookwith cat-
gories relevant to the values assessment (see Muraca and Gould
022). The coding was carried out as a form of qualitative content
nalysis; the majority of the codes entailed descriptive content as
pposed to a predefined typology or data range.
For the interpretive critical analysis, the following five codes
ere analyzed: general information (the location of the study, the
ocation of the first author’s institution, and if the paper was an
mpirical work, a review, or a perspective); the worldviews directly
r indirectly addressed (biocentric or ecocentric, strong anthro-
ocentric, weak anthropocentric, pluricentric, or other, according
o the IPBES values assessment; IPBES 2022); the ways in which
eople–nature relationships were otherwise expressed (e.g., con-
ection to nature, human–nature relatedness, biocultural diver-
ity, sacred landscapes); whether and which value types were ex-
licitly or implicitly addressed (i.e., intrinsic, instrumental, rela-
ional) and how the value types were defined (verbatim quotes) or
ndirectly described or intended (verbatim quotes or paraphrase);
nd policy relevance (the impact on policy ofmultiple value types,
ncluding value pluralism).
Given the different history of use and variations of meanings of

ach value type, it was important to capture the implicitmeanings
f the value types.Thiswas particularly relevant for relational val-
es,which only began to be explicitly and broadly used in the gen-
ral environmental literature in 2016. To represent implicit mean-
ngs, we referred to a tentative description of the semantic field
f each value type (including different meanings) that was articu-
ated collaboratively in common coding guidelines. These descrip-
ions of value types were based on the present authors’ expert
nowledge and validated through public and open reviews of early
rafts of the values assessment according to the IPBES assess-
ent process (www.ipbes.net/guide-production-assessments). To
nsure quality control during the coding process, the code-
ook was constructed iteratively through discussions among the
eviewers, whereby changes were made as emerging themes
eveloped.
To ensure interreviewer reliability, the definitions and descrip-

ions for all of the codes were shared among all of the review-
rs, and we held meetings to discuss the process, answer ques-
ions, and ensure collective understanding of the coding process
nd goals.While they were coding, the reviewers were encouraged
o record notes and additional points of interest for each paper.
fter coding, we performed an interpretive analysis of all notes
nd codes and a synthesis of the results. We developed the quan-
titative analysis of data ex post, exclusively for the present article
and not as part of the values assessment.

Through interpretive analysis, we identified core meanings,
salient articulations, and relevant associations with worldviews,
broad values, and other relevant concepts (such as ecosystem ser-
vices). We extracted the core meanings of intrinsic, instrumental,
and relational values from the most frequent expressions used in
the coded literature, with the goal of identifying umbrella defini-
tions capable of covering significant variations of meanings while
also highlighting differences between the value types. The core
meanings we propose aim to collate a wide set of uses of each
value type, which we call salient articulations, into operational def-
initions that can offer guidance, inter alia, for coding in valua-
tion studies and empirical research. Salient articulations reflect
the different ways in which the terms intrinsic, instrumental, and
relational values are used in the literature and highlight different
dimensions of meaning given to the specific value types. We limit
the analysis to commonly used and sufficiently explained salient
articulations.When a salient articulation for one value type over-
lapped with other types, we classified it according to the relative
frequency and relevance with respect to the core meaning.

Finally,we assess patterns of relevant associations between the
three specific value types and worldviewsmost frequently related
to people–nature relationships as identified within the values as-
sessment (i.e., anthropocentric, bio- or ecocentric, and pluricen-
tric; Anderson et al. 2022). Relevant associations were noted when
the reviewer interpreted that the paper aligned with a particu-
lar worldview and included explicit references to worldviews in
quotes or by paraphrasing implicit references.

After coding, on noticing the absence of some seminal papers
on environmental values (highly cited), coauthors and other con-
tributors to the values assessment were asked to review the lit-
erature list and suggest, on the basis of their expert knowledge,
relevant works that were missing (see the “Study limitations” sec-
tion). As a result, 32 references were added. These papers were
considered in the interpretive synthesis but not in the quantita-
tive analysis.

We also realized that papers rooted in Indigenous and local
knowledge (ILK) approaches were poorly represented in our data
set. We collaborated with other experts within the values assess-
ment,who had completed a parallel literature review on ILK, and
invited them to complement the results of the interpretive syn-
thesis by analyzing implicit expressions of the three value types
in their data and offering correctives, comments, and examples
(Athayde 2022).

Findings from the literature
In this section, we present the results of the literature review,
through a quantitative analysis of the data set, a qualitative anal-
ysis, and an interpretive critical synthesis of the coding. We do
not engage in theoretical debates about the correct or inaccurate
characterization of each value type but present its use in a com-
prehensive literature set. Like any qualitative interpretative anal-
ysis, validity is secured by the transparency of the process and
the criteria used but does not happen in a vacuum. Choices about
what is emphasized are influenced by the reviewers’ own posi-
tionality and values, albeit controlled by the process rigor. To se-
cure transparency, the sources we cite in the results as specific ex-
amples of the core meanings, salient articulations, and relevant
associations are from the literature search; we reference other
sources where we believe they are necessary to provide additional

http://www.ipbes.net/guide-production-assessments
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Figure 2. The annual number of publications from 1985 to 2019 that focus on specific values of nature. The callouts indicate pivotal framework
publications, posited to affect research on the values of nature, the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA 2005), The Economics of Ecosystems and
Biodiversity (TEEB 2010), and the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services’ conceptual framework (Díaz et al.
2015). Many of the papers referred to more than one value type, so the cumulative number of publications (the dashed line) is less than the sum of
each specific value (the columns).
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ontext or clarifications. The full list of reviewed and coded liter-
ture is publicly available (https://zenodo.org/record/6499466).

y the numbers
ince the first identified reference in 1985 in the searched
atabases (Førsund 1985), the number of publications on intrinsic,
nstrumental, and relational values has increased steadily over
ime. There is a marked increase in literature related to specific
alues in the early 2000s, coinciding with the work of the Mil-
ennium Ecosystem Assessment and the publication of the ini-
ial Ecosystems and Human Well-Being report (MEA 2005). Another
eriod of growth in the 2010s corresponds to the publication of
he Economics of Ecosystem and Biodiversity (TEEB) in 2010 and
he initiation of IPBES (established in 2012, conceptual framework
ublished in 2015; Dıaz et al. 2015). Although intrinsic and in-
trumental values were present in the literature across the whole
eriod, the first explicit mention of relational values occurred in
016, after the introduction of the IPBES conceptual framework
Díaz et al. 2015) and the foundational paper by Chan and col-
eagues (2016), which popularized the term and drew on the con-
ept as presented in Muraca (2011), but these three papers were
ot recovered using our search criteria (see the “Study limitations”
ection). However, earlier papers implicitly evoked the concept
f relational values. Intrinsic and instrumental values are most
revalent in early years; then the number of relational values pub-
ications catches up, contributing substantially to the overall in-
rease in publications on the specific values of nature (figure 2).
t should be noted that the use of relational categories to under-
tand society– or community–nature relationships significantly
redates the introduction of the term relational values, especially
n sociology and anthropology (Emirbayer 1997, Viveiros De Castro
004).
The publications came fromfirst (lead) authorswith affiliations
n 40 different countries.The largest numberwere from theUnited
tates (63), followed by the United Kingdom (29), Australia (22),
he Netherlands (16), Canada (16), and Sweden (12), with other
ountries represented by fewer than 10 publications (figure 3).
The papers were classified as perspectives, including theoret-

cal, conceptual, philosophical, and editorial pieces (46%); em-
irical studies (40%); and review articles (13%). Most of the pa-
ers referred to intrinsic (77%) or instrumental (67%) values. The
ublications focusing on relational values accounted for 34% of
he reviewed papers. Although intrinsic and instrumental values
ad similar proportions of empirical (37% and 40%, respectively),
erspective (51% and 48%, respectively), and review publications
11% and 12%, respectively), the relational values literature had
comparatively larger percentage of empirical (44%) and review

21%) articles with a corresponding lower percentage of perspec-
ives (35%; figure 4).

ntrinsic, instrumental, and relational values:
ore meanings, salient articulations, and
elevant associations
able 1 summarizes themost relevant results from the qualitative
nalysis and interpretive critical synthesis, which classified each
alue type according to its coremeaning, salient articulations, and
elevant associations with worldviews and other concepts. Iden-
ifying a sufficiently distinct core meaning on the basis of rele-
ant salient articulations for each value type on the ground of a
eview of interdisciplinary literature helps define each semantic
eld more clearly. It is also helpful for identifying categories and
odes in valuations studies and empirical research and as refer-
nce basis for comparability across studies.
With respect to the relevant associations with worldviews, we

enerally followed the categorization of worldviews articulated

https://zenodo.org/record/6499466
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Figure 3. A map showing the geographic distribution of reviewed publications (N = 239) on intrinsic, instrumental, and relational values of nature;
ecosystem services; and nature’s contributions to people, based on the country of the first author’s primary institution address. The United States had
the largest number of publications (n = 63).

Figure 4. The number of reviewed publications that address intrinsic,
instrumental, and relational values considering the contributions that
were reviews, perspectives, or empirical studies for each value type.
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n the values assessment values typology (IPBES 2022). Accord-
ngly, biocentric and ecocentric worldviews were considered to-
ether, despite their differentiation in environmental ethics, be-
ause they share a nonanthropocentric perspective and can both
e considered nature centered. Anthropocentrism is presented on
spectrum between weak or relational (recognizing human de-
endence on other beings) and strong or narrow (human superior-
ty over other species) anthropocentrism. Pluricentric worldviews
ocus on a web of reciprocal and systemic relationships between
uman and other-than-human beings.
The term intrinsic value with reference to other-than-human

eings is used in the literature with different, sometimes con-
used, meanings (O’Neill 1992, 1993). Intrinsic values are char-
cterized as opposite to instrumental values, as the value of
omething that is an end in itself, as values independent of hu-
an judgment, as independent of human interests or well-being,
nd as the inherent moral value (in the sense of being a holder
f rights) of other-than-human beings. In the IPBES conceptual
ramework, intrinsic values are equated to nonanthropocentric
values and defined as the value of an entity independent of how it
relates to humans (Pascual et al. 2017). In this section, we do not
engage with theoretical discussions of appropriate or inappropri-
ate uses and definitions but summarize and analyze the findings
from the literature review.

Considering these differences and variations of use,we propose
the following definition as an operational core meaning of intrin-
sic value: “values of other-than-human beings expressed indepen-
dently of any reference to humans as valuers, including values
associated with entities worth protecting as ends in and of them-
selves.” This definition serves as an umbrella meaning for most
salient articulations by focusing on the justification behind them.
Accordingly, expressing that other-than-human beings have in-
trinsic value does not necessarily mean that they have no rela-
tion to people (Sagoff 2009) but that the reason they are valued
is explicitly expressed regardless of that relationship (Himes and
Muraca 2018). This can include recognizing that nonhuman be-
ings have their own interests and needs that warrant consider-
ation (Rolston 1993, Sandler 2010, Berry et al. 2018). The defini-
tion is consistent with biocentric worldviews (King 2006, Batavia
and Nelson 2017, Piccolo 2017) and aims at bridging subjective
(people attributing intrinsic value to nature) and objective (value
existing in nature regardless of people’s attribution) understand-
ings of value. To account for perspectives insisting on the objec-
tive nature of values, we added to the definition a reference to the
understanding of intrinsic values as the value of entities that are
worth protecting as ends in themselves. Framed this way, intrin-
sic values are not only assessed through biophysical indicators,
such as abundance and endemism, but can also be subjectively
articulated by people (Callicott 2002), who might act on them and
acknowledge consequences to or rights for other-than-human
nature (O’Connor and Kenter 2019).

We identified five salient articulations of intrinsic value
(table 1). The first defines intrinsic values negatively as nonin-
strumental values (e.g., Weesie and van Andel 2008, Fürst 2015,
Vucetich et al. 2015). This salient articulation is straightforward
and often implicitly presupposed in literature on intrinsic values,
but the negative definition has limited usefulness by itself unless
a strict dualism between intrinsic and instrumental values is as-
sumed.

The next salient articulation defines intrinsic values as the
value of something that is an end in itself or has agency. Within
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Table 1.Summary of coremeanings, salient articulations, andmost relevant associations of intrinsic, instrumental, and relational values
that emerged from a systematic literature review and subsequent coding of 239 publications.

Value Core meaning Salient articulations Relevant associations

Intrinsic Values of entities expressed
independently of any
reference to people as
valuers (including values
associated with entities
worth protecting as ends
in and of themselves)

Defined negatively as noninstrumental value
Value of something that is an end in itself, has agency
Objective value or value independent of being valued or

recognized by (human) valuer—inherent properties of
something

Regardless of importance or usefulness to humans
Inherent moral value of natural beings (right to exist)

Strongly and explicitly associated
with nonanthropocentric,
biocentric or ecocentric
worldviews

Strongly associated with moral
obligations toward other living
things or life in general

Weakly associated with biospheric
and altruistic values, and with
spirituality

Instrumental Values of nature entities
and other-than-human
beings important as
means to achieve human
ends or satisfy human
preferences (in principle
replaceable, albeit not
always in practice)

Means to an end (mostly intended as usefulness for
humans, utility, or benefits, sometimes also for
other-than-human beings)

Leading to satisfaction of needs, preferences, interests,
and desires

Nature’s value as a resource, for ecosystem services, as
an asset, capital, or property

Strongly and explicitly associated
with anthropocentrism

Strongly and explicitly associated
with utilitarianism and
technocratic approaches to
management

Relational Values of meaningful and
often reciprocal human
relationships—beyond
means to an end—with
nature (often specified as
a particular landscape,
place, species, forest, etc.)
and among people
through nature

Values of or deriving from desirable, meaningful, just
and reciprocal relationships with “nature” or between
people through nature

Values relative to or deriving from relationships that are
constituent parts of identity (cultural, individual or
collective)

Values relative to or deriving from relationships that are
constituent elements for living a “good life”

Values associated with sense of place, including
interconnection of cultural and sacred landscapes

Values associated with care for or about specific
landscapes, places, human and other-than-humans

Value of nature as a point of connection among people,
binding communities together and supporting social
networks, such as in traditional markets

Strongly associated with relational,
pluricentric or noncentric
worldviews that question strict
separation between nature and
culture, society, or humanity and
stress interdependence among
all beings

Strongly and explicitly associated
with broad values, such as
stewardship, responsibility, care,
affection, reciprocity, harmony
with nature, good life and justice

Associated with cultural ecosystem
services, as well as with
spirituality

Note: The table also summarizes common associations of each value type with different worldviews, broad values, and other value-related concepts.
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his articulation,we include descriptions of nonhuman nature be-
ng valuable for its own sake (e.g., Lockwood 1999, Reyers et al.
012).
Furthermore, intrinsic value is described as independent of be-

ng valued or recognized by a (human) valuer (e.g., Dion 2000,
ovardas 2013, Gale and Ednie 2019). This includes reference to
nherent properties of an entity and to the objective value of non-
uman nature that exists regardless of human preferences, atti-
udes, or even their existence (Sheng et al. 2019). In the literature,
his articulation is often presented in terms of nonanthropocen-
ric values.
Intrinsic value is also articulated as the value of nonhuman na-

ure regardless of its usefulness to humans or human well-being
e.g., Ghilarov 2000,Devos et al. 2019,Hugé et al. 2020). This under-
tanding includes what is commonly known as subjective intrinsic
alues, which refers to values attributed by people to something
hat is valuable for its own sake to them and not for its useful-
ess; this category often includes aesthetic values (van Koppen
000, Swift et al. 2004, Schröter et al. 2014).
Intrinsic value is used to address the inherent moral value of

ther-than-human beings, including arguments for nonhuman
ature’s rights to exist and other rights-based justifications (e.g.,
lho 2008, Falk-Andersson et al. 2015, Sarkki et al. 2019). It res-
nates with biocentric conservation and some animal rights liter-
ture (Regan 1992, Rolston 1993, Batavia and Nelson 2017), which
ften imply moral obligations toward other-than-human entities
Schuler et al. 2017), and sometimes with the language of exis-
ence value intended as the right to exist regardless of function
Pearson 2016).
Intrinsic values are strongly and often explicitly associated
ith nonanthropocentric worldviews (Kahn 1997, Freemuth 2001,
ing 2006, Gilbert et al. 2009). This is not surprising, because most
f the salient articulations of intrinsic value focus on the value of
ature as independent or separate from humans or insist on the
tand-alone value of other-than-human life.
Intrinsic values also tend to be associated with broad val-

es that emphasize moral obligations toward nonhuman nature,
ther living things, or life in general (e.g., Harrop 2013, Gray and
urry 2016, Öhman et al. 2016), whether it be animals, species,
ll living beings, or ecosystems. Less commonly, intrinsic values
ere associated with sacred values, other-regarding, or biospheric
road values (Hattingh 2014, May 2017).
We propose an operational coremeaning of instrumental value

s “values of other-than-human entities, as means to achieve
uman ends or satisfy human preferences.” This core meaning
ncludes “economic values, regardless of whether the entity is
irectly or indirectly used or not used” (Brondizio et al. 2019, p. 22).
ccordingly, natural entities are important not in themselves
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ut insofar as they provide (potential) utility to humans (Chan
t al. 2016) or support communities’ economic well-being or sub-
istence (Lau et al. 2019, Hugé et al. 2020). This is expressed in
any second-generation constitutions (i.e., constitutions that re-

er to social rights; Jung et al. 2014), which recognize people’s right
o a clean environment. Because instrumental values refers to a
eans to an end, themeansmight be substitutable (Schröter et al.
020), at least in principle, even if not always in practice: That is,
t is acceptable to consider equivalents or substitutes, if any are
vailable or possible, that can provide similar benefits.
The core meaning represents the semantic field of instrumen-

al values with a narrow focus related to preferences and util-
ty, which is dominant in the literature we reviewed. Although
he narrow focus might underrepresent broader understandings
f instrumental values, it allows for a more specific characteri-
ation that helps distinguishing them more clearly from other
alue types. Broader understandings of instrumental values be-
ond the means–ends relation, referring, for example, to ecologi-
al functions or aesthetic values, tend to significantly overlapwith
he semantic field of relational and sometimes intrinsic values,
hich we discuss below in the “Fuzzy boundaries and overlapping
eanings” section.
We identified three salient articulations, often overlapping, of

nstrumental values. The first refers to the value of other-than-
uman nature as means to an end (e.g., Lockwood 1999, Reyers
t al. 2012, James 2020). In most cases, the end is intended as use-
ulness, utility, or benefits, for humans, although some scholars
lso stress the instrumental value of something as a means for
nds set by other-than-human beings (Piccolo 2017).
The second refers to the satisfaction of needs, preferences, in-

erests, or desires (e.g., Öhman et al. 2016, Jones and Tobin 2018,
ale and Ednie 2019). The papers using this salient articulation
ometimes refer to nonuse benefits of nature, usually referencing
he total economic value (TEV) classification (TEEB 2010), includ-
ng altruistic, bequest, or existence value types (Hattingh 2014,
arrell et al. 2017, Christie et al. 2019).
The last salient articulation refers to nature’s value as a re-

ource for the delivery of ecosystem services, as an asset, capital,
r property (e.g., Beltrani 1997, Bonnett 2012, BenDor et al. 2014,
atavia et al. 2018, Berry et al. 2018). This includes reference to the
mportance of sustainable use and environmental policy to main-
ain or enhance natural capital. Currently, this understanding is
est articulated in TEEB (2010) and by the recent Dasgupta review,
n which nature is defined as an asset (Dasgupta 2021).
Instrumental values are strongly and explicitly associated with

cosystem services and anthropocentric worldviews (Kahn 1997,
eyers et al. 2012, Hovardas 2013). In almost all cases, the ends
f instrumental values and the beneficiary of nature’s resources
r services was human (e.g., Winter and Lockwood 2004, Pelenc
t al. 2013, Bremer et al. 2018). Instrumental values also tended
o be strongly and explicitly associated with utilitarianism and
aradigms of managing nature (Alho 2008, Falk-Andersson et al.
015, Farrell et al. 2017).
Given the more recent history of the use of relational values as
specific value in environmental literature, different meanings
nd uses of the term coexist. There is ongoing debate whether
hey are a separate type of value (Norton and Sanbeg 2021, James
022, Luque-Lora 2023, Piccolo et al. 2022) or whether they should
e considered as a boundary object (Stålhammar and Thorén
019). We do not engage in the debate in the present article,
ut rather focus on how relational values are presented in the
eviewed literature. The term is often used in the literature to ex-
ress the value of noninstrumental human–nature relationships
or emphasize relationships that are, in principle, not substitutable
and lose their meaning if translated into narrowly instrumental
language (Jax et al. 2013,Arias-Arévalo et al. 2017,Klain et al. 2017,
Chan et al. 2018, Himes andMuraca 2018), as in the case of friend-
ship, which is important precisely because of the relationship but
loses its meaning if reduced to a means to an end (O’Neill et al.
2008). The language of intrinsic values is generally not helpful
to articulate relational values, because most framings of intrin-
sic values explicitly disregard relationships in the justification of
importance.

We propose the core meaning of relational values as the “val-
ues of meaningful, and often reciprocal human relationships—
beyondmeans to an end—with nature and among people through
nature, where nature is often specified as a particular landscape,
place, species, forest, etc.” (Chan et al. 2016, Chan et al. 2018, De
Vos et al. 2018, Himes and Muraca 2018, Schröter et al. 2020). Re-
lational values are frequently framed as context dependent, often
place-based, nontradable, and therefore largely not substitutable
in principle (Kenter et al. 2019). They refer to complex human–
nature relationships that are integral to a good quality of life
and are important for how some people understand themselves
as living in and through reciprocal relationships of responsibil-
ity in the bioculturally diverse world they inhabit (McGregor 2010,
Kimmerer 2011).

We identified six salient articulations for relational values—the
relatively recent and still open discussion of relational values jus-
tifies a larger variety of expressions and a lower level of synthesis
in the use of the term.

First, close to the core meaning, as it was used more or less
explicitly in the majority of the analyzed papers, relational values
are intended as the values of or deriving from desirable,meaning-
ful, just, and reciprocal relationships of people with nature and
among people through nature (Chan et al. 2016, Schröter et al.
2020). The term often overlaps with other salient articulations
that emphasize more specific types of relationships and is fre-
quently evoked by citing the foundational Chan and colleagues
(2016) paper or the IPBES framework’s definition of relational
values.

Second, relational values refers to values relative to or deriving
from relationships that are constituent parts of people’s identity
(cultural, individual or collective; Musschenga 2004, De Vos et al.
2018, Gould et al. 2019). This articulation is helpful in expressing
the value of people–nature relationships for indigenous peoples
and local communities (IPLC). For example, in the New Zealand
agreement between the Indigenous Whanganui Iwi (Māori) peo-
ple and the Crown, the river Te Awa Tupua is acknowledged as
connected with the identity of the iwi and hapū in an inalienable
way, because the document literally says, “I am the River and the
river is me” (Te Awa Tupua (Whanganui River Claims Settlement)
Act 2017 2017).

Third, relational values refers to values relative to or deriving
from relationships that are constituent elements for living a good
life. This includes relationships with people and nature that are
essential components of a meaningful and flourishing life (eudai-
monia), worthy of a human being, including virtues and attitudes
of responsibility (Klain et al. 2017, Jax et al. 2018, Schröter et al.
2020). For instance, Knippenberg and colleagues (2018, p. 43) in-
sisted that “good relations are key constituents of the good life”
and propose the concept of nature-inclusive eudaimonia, inwhich
nature is considered constitutive of human flourishing.

Fourth, relational values are associated with sense of place
(De Vos et al. 2018, Marshall et al. 2019, Skubel et al. 2019,
Basu et al. 2020) and interconnected with cultural and sacred
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andscapes (e.g., Jax et al. 2018, Köhler et al. 2019, Sarkki et al.
019). Examples include plural valuations of nature in protected
reas (e.g., De Vos et al. 2018, Mrotek et al. 2019), values that mo-
ivate preservation of a specific landscape such as the sense of
ride reported by Calcagni and colleagues (2019) by citizens of
hattanooga that builds connections between people and their
ity through a unique sense of place and culture. This articulation
lso includes landscapes that are sacred or have spiritual mean-
ng such aswakas, or sacred sanctuaries, of Andean peoples,which
re places for connection and renewal (May 2017).
Fifth, values associated with care for or about specific land-

capes, places, human and nonhuman others, including values of
esponsibility and reciprocity (Gould et al. 2018, Jax et al. 2018,
e Vreese et al. 2019), such as reciprocal responsibilities of giving
nd receiving between people and the natural world (May 2017,
orgaard et al. 2017). For example, in South America’s Quechua
anguage, reciprocity, or ayni, is the glue that holds everything to-
ether (May 2017), and in Hawaii, e mālama i ka ’aina means “take
are of the land” (Gould et al. 2019). In northern California, for
aruk fishers, the “responsibilities to the natural world include
eremonial management of the fishery to ensure ‘escapement’
nd burning of the forest to enhance runoff” (Norgaard et al. 2017,
. 103).
The final salient articulation of relational values refers to val-

es of nature as a point of connection among people, bind-
ng communities together and supporting social networks (e.g.,
orgaard et al. 2017,García-Llorente et al. 2018, Skubel et al. 2019).
any papers that fit this salient articulation reference Pascual
nd colleagues’ (2017, p. 12) assertion that “relational values re-
ect elements of… social cohesion,” but common and more de-
ailed accounts are found in ILK literature; for example, Skubel
nd colleagues (2019) described how the Rrumburryia clan of the
anyuwa people in northern Australia tell a story of “The Tiger
hark (Ngurdrungurdu) Dreaming,” which exemplifies how sharks
re part of what binds humans and other-than-human nature
ogether, or the agdal system, a traditional Berber form of envi-
onmental management in North Africa in which reciprocal re-
ationships with the natural world are essential for supporting
ommunity cohesion, cultural coherence, and social networks
Dominguez et al. 2012). This articulation is also evident in in-
ergenerational connections made through relationships to farm-
ng a place and farming as a way of life identified in interview
esponses of farmers in the US Northwest (Chapman et al. 2019).
Relational values are very strongly associated with pluricentric
orldviews, which question the strict separation between nature
nd culture, society, or humanity and stress the interdependence
etween all beings (May 2017, Saxena et al. 2018, Devos et al. 2019,
ould et al. 2019). They are also very strongly associated with
road values of stewardship, responsibility, care, affection, reci-
rocity, harmony with nature, good life, and justice (Gudynas and
costa 2011, De Vreese et al. 2019). Finally, relational values are
lso associated with cultural ecosystem services and spirituality
e.g., Harrop 2013, Hofstra 2017, Köhler et al. 2019).

uzzy boundaries and overlapping meanings
dentifying a core meaning and salient articulations for each of
he specific values helps distinguish them more clearly. This is
seful for analytic reasons, such as developing questionnaires or
oding criteria for qualitative research and literature review or
efining categories to include in valuations of NCP. In some cases,
more accurate definition can clarify the differences among value
ypes and enable a clearer identification of individuals or groups
tressing different justifications of values and potential lines of
onflict. At the same time, crosscutting meanings of the three
alue types are not to be quickly dismissed as inaccurate or vague
nd can bear significant relevance for research and policy by re-
ealing the importance of context and perspectives rooted in di-
erse knowledge systems.
We found, in some contexts, that the meanings of intrinsic, in-

trumental, and relational values are contested and may over-
ap (Pascual et al. 2017, Himes and Muraca 2018, Schröter et al.
020), creating fuzzy boundaries. For instance, we found—not
urprisingly—overlapping meanings between relational and in-
trumental values with respect to material NCP such as food,
hich may have instrumental and relational value, depending
n the context and local practices. For example, in Mahahe, wild
ruit groves are appreciated instrumentally, for the important ad-
itions to the diet and the shade they offer, as well as relationally,
s a gathering place for communing with each other and nature
Schnegg et al. 2014). These wild fruit groves simultaneously have
nstrumental and relational values to the Mahahe. Identifying
uzzy boundaries helps articulate the full measure of their impor-
ance to the community, which can otherwise not be adequately
xpressed by a single value type. At the same time, being able
o analytically distinguish between instrumental and relational
alue articulations can help identify or monitor shifts in how the
ommunity understands their relationships with the trees or dif-
erentiate value articulations by age or economic status.
Justifications based on instrumental and intrinsic values often

verlap when sentient animals are seen as ends in themselves
nd reducing their suffering could be justified under a utilitar-
an framework as instrumentally good for them (Rolston 1993,
ing 2006, Harrop 2013). In other instances, relational and sub-
ective intrinsic value (something is important for someone for its
wn sake) or intrinsic value defined negatively as noninstrumen-
al might be hard to distinguish. In other cases, fuzzy boundaries
xtend to all three value types, as with the sense of place. In
any cases, relational values are equated with values of specific
laces (Devos et al. 2019) or a sense of place (Skubel et al. 2019);
n other cases, intrinsic (Gruen 2002, Bonnett 2012), instrumental
Runhaar et al. 2019), or both types of values (Blennow et al. 2019)
re attributed to the importance of place. The literature suggests
hat values can be socially or symbolically constructed through
elationships with others in places (relational values), the sense
f place can also be associated with the material properties of
laces (instrumental meanings) or the intangible emotional, sym-
olic, and spiritual meanings of places (expressed as relational or
ubjective intrinsic values; Raymond et al. 2010, Williams 2014).
In the remainder of this section,we discuss inmore detail three

uzzy boundaries that we identified repeatedly where all three
alue types converged: nonuse values, aesthetic values, and val-
es linked to life support processes,which we term life-support val-
es (figure 5). We draw occasionally on additional literature from
he value assessment besides the data collected for the systematic
iterature search in order to clarify concepts, introduce general
hemes, or support explanations with additional, relevant exam-
les. Although the evidence of overlapping use of different value
ypes was evident in the literature, indicating the existence of
hese fuzzy boundaries, the discussion of reasons for the fuzzy
oundaries and potential significance for policy, practice, and
ecision-making results from the author’s interpretation of the
ndings.
The term nonuse values originated in the economic litera-

ure and is distinguished from use values, as in the TEV frame-
ork. Use values refers to the satisfaction generated by the direct
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Figure 5. The categories of intrinsic, instrumental, and relational values may not adequately explain all values, and all three are underpinned by
life-support values. The different core meanings are represented as layers or dimensions of each value type to illustrate the different ways each value
type is represented in the literature and emphasize that the core meanings are not mutually exclusive categories but overlapping aspects of each value
concept. Different types of specific values span value types; for instance, aesthetic values are described in the literature using all three specific value
types.
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consumptive or nonconsumptive) or indirect (the conditions that
nable use or satisfaction) use of ecosystem services or NCP.
onuse values “are based on the preference for components of na-
ure’s existence without the valuer using or experiencing it and
re of three types: existence value, altruistic value, and bequest
alue” (Pascual et al. 2017, pp. 11–12). Besides this specific eco-
omic meaning, the term nonuse values is employed to articulate
ome instrumental values that cannot be represented straight-
orwardly in monetary terms or via market exchanges—for ex-
mple, the rights of future generations to biodiversity or nature
omponents (Winter and Lockwood 2004, Haggan 2011). Nonuse
alues are also sometimes evoked to express intrinsic values gen-
rally (Swift et al. 2004) or as synonymous with existence value
Buijs 2009, Zhang et al. 2013), and we identified implicit refer-
nces to relational values in descriptions of nonuse values—for
xample, with reference to altruistic values (More et al. 1996,
earson 2016).
From a theoretical point of view, interpreting existence value

r altruistic value in terms of intrinsic or relational justifica-
ions results from a misinterpretation of the economic language
Kenter et al. 2015). Framing intrinsic and relational values in
erms of TEV nonuse values might have consequences in terms of
nvironmental and epistemic justice or might fail to adequately
epresent the complexity of environmental conflicts (Martinez-
Alier 2002), leading to inadequate policies to address them
(Anderson et al. 2022). For example, people generally perceive in-
trinsic values and many relational values as nonnegotiable and
reject their reduction to the language of preferences, leading to
environmental conflicts (Temper 2019).

However, the less specific uses that occur in the literature may
help identify instances whenmultiple values are at play and high-
light attempts at finding a common language across groups (see
box 1). Moreover, nonuse values, within limitations, may serve as
indicators for when intrinsic or relational values are present but
likely cannot be used to assess the full meaning of those values
without complimentary, noneconomic indicators (see figure 6 in
box 1).

Aesthetic values are also addressed under all three categories
in the literature. In terms of intrinsic value, the beauty of nature,
a place, or an other-than-human entity is considered valuable for
its own sake regardless and independently of usefulness to peo-
ple and it is nonnegotiable (van Koppen 2000, Swift et al. 2004,
Schröter et al. 2014, Marshall et al. 2019). In terms of instrumen-
tal value, beauty is conceived as a preference for a beautiful state
of affairs over a different less beautiful state or because it causes
aesthetic pleasure and can be expressed as willingness to pay or
via hedonic valuation (the value of real estate in the vicinity of
‘beautiful’ green areas; van der Ploeg et al. 2011, Winter 2017).
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Box 1. How the total economic value classification of nonuse values relates to instrumental, intrinsic, and relational
values.

Total economic value (TEV) is based on a utilitarian, preference-based understanding of value that represents nonuse values in
terms of the satisfaction generated for an individual by knowing that others will have access to nature’s benefits, be it current
(altruist value) or future generations (bequest value), or by knowing that something exists, even if there is no direct access to or
direct enjoyment of it (existence value; Hansjürgens 2014, Anderson et al. 2022). The focus on preferences is mostly anthropocen-
tric and instrumental, where value is assigned to biodiversity or ecosystem services “to the extent that these fulfill needs or confer
satisfaction to humans either directly or indirectly” (TEEB 2010, p. 187). This implies that existence, bequest, and altruistic values
are represented according to an instrumental value justification that allows for trade-offs, commensurability, and potential substi-
tutability across the objects of value (Kenter et al. 2015,Anderson et al. 2022). As acknowledged by TEEB itself, nonuse values present
“greater challenges for valuation than do use values since nonuse values are related to moral, religious or aesthetic properties, for
which markets usually do not exist” (TEEB 2010, p. 196).

Figure 6. The total economic value classification framework encompasses multiple environmental value types. The figure presents a spectrum
between stronger and weaker assumptions of substitutability between the objects of value. Source: The figure was adapted from the values
assessment’s chapter 2 (Anderson et al. 2022).

Although the TEV approach aims to capture instrumental values, other value types sometimes can be indirectly identified by fram-
ing them in the language of preferences (see figure 6). By borrowing language from Schröter and colleagues (2020), who employ
socioecological indicators as proxies for relational values, we propose, in a similar vein, to use, when legitimate and within limi-
tations, TEV categories as indirect proxies that can help identify that a preference for a value is present but cannot estimate the
strength of that preference compared to others, nor can they be accurately used to assess the full meaning of that value. In these
cases, noneconomic indicators should be added to replace TEV to better address environmental conflicts, and to support epistemic
and recognition justice.
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In papers explicitly using the relational value concept, aes-
hetic values are defined as relational and noninstrumental;
eauty is understood in terms of a relation to a specific place,
andscape, ecosystem, or species that deeply informs the identity
f an individual or community and their sense of belonging or
illingness to care for that place (i.e., aesthetic experience is con-
idered as an essential component of a good life; Muraca 2011,
aner and Bordt 2016, Schröter et al. 2020). Implicit references to
elational values include, in our interpretation, the understanding
f aesthetic appreciation as connected to sympathy toward and
iving in harmony with nature (Gao 2016). In this sense, articulat-
ng beauty only in terms preferences and trade-offs between them
s firmly resisted, and the importance of the relation between
aluer and valued object is highlighted (Deplazes-Zemp and
hapman 2021). Instead of considering this fuzzy boundary as a
roblem requiring a more precise or “right” articulation of aes-
hetic values, embracing the fuzziness can reinforce the impor-
ance of aesthetics and beauty as common ground across groups
sing different justifications. This common ground can be lever-
ged for the protection of biodiversity and ecosystems.
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Figure 7. Fundamental values of nature. Those more associated with intrinsic values to the left, relational values in the center and instrumental
values to the right.
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The value of life-supporting processes, functions, and
ystems—interrelating biophysical, spiritual, or symbolic
spects—and relationships of dependence and interdepen-
ence with respect to them was also expressed in terms of all
hree value types. To account for these concepts found in the
iterature under the frame of intrinsic, instrumental, or relational
alues, we introduce the operational term life-support values
figure 7).
Within the semantic field of each value type, life-support

alues are largely described as not substitutable and founda-
ional for other environmental values. Under intrinsic values,
ife-support values are framed in the literature as the impor-
ance of evolutionary and ecological processes that are inde-
endent of people’s judgments, including the Earth system as a
hole (Rolston 1993, Kahn 1997, Pelenc et al. 2013, Hattingh 2014,
ritz-Vietta 2016, Piccolo 2017), which enable other values (Rol-
ton 1988). Under instrumental values, life-support values are
ramed in terms of ecological functions or as the value of the bi-
tic and abiotic prerequisites for the functional reliability and the
elf-organization of the ecological systems and apply to the im-
ortance of supporting ecosystem services (Rolston 1993,Ghilarov
000, MEA 2005, Farnsworth et al. 2012, Bottazzi et al. 2018), indi-
ect use values or primary values (Hansjürgens 2014, Fritz-Vietta
016), functional values (Lockwood 1999), critical natural capital
Battistoni 2017), and regulating NCP (Díaz et al. 2015). Under rela-
ional values, life-support values are presented in terms of funda-
ental values (Muraca 2011, Arias-Arévalo et al. 2018, Schröter
t al. 2020) that express the importance of life-supporting pro-
esses that give sense to people’s existence and identity. The latter
is not limited to biophysical aspects but also includes the spir-
itual and symbolic meaning of life-giving and life-regenerating
processes in specific contexts (e.g., contextual NCP), including,
with reference to biophilia, “innate and beneficial connections
with nature” (Ross et al. 2018, p. 47) or in terms of lifeworlds (Reis
Cunha 2017). Examples include the Andean Indigenous concept
of Pachamama, referring to Earth’s generative powers and to the
very constitution of life (Silverblatt 1987, Pacari 2009, Macas 2010,
Tola 2018) and the contextual spiritual foundations for the regen-
eration of life, practices, and reciprocal relations the Dongria peo-
ple express for India’s Niyamgiri Mountains, which “not only pro-
vide the people with life and livelihoods, [but] they are also wor-
shiped as the upholders of the Earth and the laws of the Universe”
(Supreme Court of India 1995).

Reflections on policy, research, and values
communication
We now turn to discussing how we believe our findings may
help facilitate dialogue, reduce misunderstanding, improve val-
uation of ecosystem services and NCP, inform policy, and di-
rect future research. Below, we discuss how differences between
and within value types are illustrative of historical develop-
ment of value terms across divergent disciplines.We suggest that
core meanings, salient articulations, and relevant associations
illustrate some of these disciplinary discrepancies and may serve
as an interpretive key to help interdisciplinary researchers and
decision makers avoid confusion and communicate more clearly.
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e describe the strengths and limitations of each value type for
escribingwhy naturematters to people and argue that value plu-
alism guided by core meanings and salient articulations has im-
ortant implications for ecosystem accounting at multiple scales
e.g., countries and industries whowill now be responsible for cre-
ting ecosystemaccounts as part of the Kunming-Montreal Global
iodiversity Framework). We suggest that fuzzy boundaries be-
ween value types are a natural starting point for pluralistic val-
ation. We conclude the section with study limitations and sug-
estions for how the core meaning, salient articulations, relevant
ssociations, and fuzzy boundaries we identified can guide future
esearch.

he three value types have distinct histories and
ssociations that are clarified by core meanings,
alient articulations, and relevant associations
he histories of the three specific values of nature are different.
hey have distinct and partly overlapping trajectories. This has
ractical significance for how value concepts are used and de-
ned in sustainability science and policy. Value terms need to be
ontextualized with regards to a given scholarly trajectory, which
ill have its own set of assumptions. Untangling these assump-
ions and intertwined trajectories ismade easier by identifying the
alient articulations of each value type being used and the rele-
ant associations adopted in different disciplines and context.
In earlier science–policy interface documents, such as theMEA,
ainly intrinsic and instrumental values are presented and typ-

cally depicted in dichotomic opposition (something may either
ave dignity—intrinsic value—or a price—instrumental value;
EA 2005). This dichotomy is represented in the salient artic-
lation of intrinsic values defined negatively as noninstrumen-
al value but can be further mapped onto two predominant ap-
roaches in the general environmental discourse. For instance,
he fields of conservation biology and environmental ethics both
nvoke salient articulations of intrinsic values as the value of
atural processes and systems “regardless of importance or use-
ulness to humans” and “the inherent moral value of natu-
al beings (right to exist).” With the introduction of the CBD
nd the ecosystem services framework, instrumental (and rela-
ional) language has become more relevant in the debate (Norton
991, Justus et al. 2009, Sagoff 2009, Batavia and Nelson 2017).
n the sustainability discourse and in environmental and ecologi-
al economics, the language of instrumental value is increasingly
ominant, primarily emphasizing the salient articulation of na-
ure’s value as a resource for ecosystem services, as an asset, cap-
tal, or property (Daily 1997, TEEB 2010).
However, despite being used in opposition, we found that

he definitions of intrinsic and instrumental values sometimes
verlap. Before the introduction of relational values to the en-
ironmental literature, many salient articulations of relational
alues would be designated confusingly as both intrinsic and in-
trumental. Since their introduction, relational values helped clar-
fy themeaning and scope of environmental values in areaswhere
nstrumental and intrinsic value definitions overlapped, were in-
onsistent, or were not very clear, as is the case with identity-
onstituting relationships or social cohesion. Giving an explicit
ame to these values made themmore visible and facilitated em-
irical research and assessments needed for policy (Christie et al.
019, De Vreese et al. 2019, Chapman et al. 2020). The addition
f relational values, to articulate the importance of noninstru-
ental relationships with nature and as a distinct value types

Muraca 2011, Chan et al. 2016), can mitigate confusing uses of
ntrinsic and instrumental values but only if scholars are will-
ng to adopt it in their interpretation of literature predating the
idespread use of the term relational values. This can be done
ore easily by keying in on salient articulations and relevant as-
ociations of relational values in earlier literature as indicators
nd evidence of implied relational values (e.g., values associated
ith spiritual meaning and the importance of caring and recip-
ocal relationships with nature). Recognizing relational values in
arlier literature becomes more important as recent trends in the
iterature signal greater interest by empirical researchers to en-
age with them.
The success of relational values in valuation studies might also

ave indirectly contributed to narrowing down the semantic do-
ain of instrumental values. Although from a theoretical point of
iew this might be contentious, being able to distinguish instru-
ental and relational domains in practice can improve the imple-
entation of environmental policy affecting diverse communities

Lliso et al. 2022).

mplication of value pluralism guided by the core
eanings and fuzzy boundaries for policy and
aluation of NCP
inding appropriate language to represent the diverse values of
CP and ecosystem services has important policy ramifications
Campagna et al. 2017).We believe that each value type provides a
istinct and importantmode of communicating and justifying the
mportance of nature and people–nature relationships. By isolat-
ng specific core meanings from the literature, the relevance and
imitations of each value type for policy and valuation of ecosys-
em services and NCP can be more clearly identified and differ-
nt trajectories of values enquiry clarified.Moreover, fuzzy bound-
ries between different value types, once they are identified, are
ogical areas to find or build common ground between partieswith
ifferent conceptualizations of value or resourcemanagement in-
erests (Raymond et al. 2023).
Intrinsic values, as they are defined by the proposed coremean-

ng in the present article, are considered, as we found in the re-
iewed literature, essential in environmental policy to sustain and
rigger people’s motivation for conservation (Polasky et al. 2012,
atavia and Nelson 2017), in education (Zhang et al. 2013), and to
rticulate the agency of other-than-human beings as expressed,
or example, by Quechua communities in Peru about the moun-
ain Ausangate as a powerful earth being (De La Cadena 2010).
ntrinsic values are also closely associated with biocentric and
cocentric worldviews that continue to be important conceptu-
lizations of nature in support of conservation. Appealing to in-
rinsic values can help legitimize environmental protections and
mprove policy success but may sometimes lack consideration
f pragmatic elements relevant to environmental management
Minteer et al. 2004, O’Connor and Kenter 2019) or may disre-
ard relational frameworks connecting people and land (Chap-
an et al. 2019).
Instrumental values, as they are defined according to the pro-

osed core meaning in the present article, lend themselves, as we
ound in the literature, to quantitative analysis favored in valu-
tion of ecosystem services and material NCP or resource man-
gement planning for sustainable development. Because they are
ubstitutable in principle, they support high comparability and
ommensurability, which facilitates trade-off assessments that
an be articulated in monetary units—for example, by adopting
ost–benefit analysis or contingent valuation (Larréré and Larrére
007). However, narrowly instrumental approaches to valuation
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hat only consider, for example, monetary values may obscure
ther value expressions, crowd out other reasons for environmen-
al protection (Rico García-Amado et al. 2013), alienate stakehold-
rs (De Vreese et al. 2019), and misrepresent conflicts (Hattingh
014). For example, as was shown in a case study about percep-
ions of the benefits from and threats to nature in Tierra del Fuego
ational Park in Argentina, assuming that stakeholders are only
otivated by monetary gains does not correspond to the values
xpressed by the park’s primary users and prevents environmen-
al management to better align with public perceptions and needs
Mrotek et al. 2019).
In policymaking, relational values, as they are defined ac-

ording to the proposed core meaning in the present article,
an help articulate, as has emerged from the literature review,
he idea that a specific place—a forest, a river, a landscape,
r a population—are essentially important to people because
f the unique relationships, history, and traditions that bind
hem together, as is expressed, for example, in the Japanese
hilosopher Watsuji Tetsurō’s concept of fūdo (��), which refers
o interrelationships between people and local characteristics
Prominski 2014). To date, relational values in policy documents
rimarily highlight targets and strategies rather than direct
pecific actions, but the academic literature suggests that they
an benefit policies directly by accounting for contextual NCP
Díaz et al. 2018). Integrating relational values into policy actions
an help operationalize broad policy guidance (e.g., IPBES) to re-
ional, national, and local scales (Kitheka et al. 2019). Relational
alues can catalyze motivation and appeal to a broader audience
Stenseke 2018, Winkler and Hauck 2019), particularly for IPLC
Himes and Muraca 2018, Gould et al. 2019) and can increase the
articipation of different stakeholders (Jax et al. 2018, Kitheka
t al. 2019). By stressing reciprocal relationships, they can fa-
ilitate social equity and environmental sustainability (Kenter
t al. 2011, Diver et al. 2019). Although relational values can be
ssessed using sociocultural quantitative methods (Bryce et al.
016, Schulz and Martin-Ortega 2018, Huynh et al. 2022), qualita-
ive, participatory, and mixed methods approaches, as well as the
mployment of sociocultural indicators, more fully capture their
eaning.
To summarize, from our literature review, it clearly emerges

hat each value type is critical for expressing some dimensions
f why nature matters and that each value type can be a prag-
atic leverage point for change, although the effectiveness of en-
aging with any single value type depends on the social, political,
nstitutional, and ecological context. At the same time, each of
hese value types has limitations, but those limitations are often
omplimented by the strengths of other value types. For example,
elational values and instrumental values can complement each
ther when used in tandem by highlighting trade-offs and poten-
ial synergies between financial costs and benefits and less easily
uantified cultural, spiritual, and constitutive values. For this rea-
on, we believe that a pluralistic approach to value assessment,
alues research, and value theory is the best path toward more
ust and sustainable solutions for nature and people.
In this context, recognizing the fuzzy boundaries between dif-

erent values is necessary to implement value pluralism in prac-
ice. Being able to navigate this diversity, rather than use value
ypes as static categories, can lead to more accurate outcomes in
esearch and policy. In this sense, we believe that fuzzy bound-
ries are low-hanging fruit because their importance is already
eing expressed in terms of multiple value types.We suggest that
ngaging different stakeholders or groups with fuzzy boundaries
etween distinct expressions of value is likely a fruitful starting
place to finding commonalities that can help mitigate conflict by
making clear the plurality of values at play.

In the case of the aesthetic value, for example, different justifi-
cationsmight overlap and converge on the shared value of beauty,
regardless of how each justification is articulated: a specific place,
ecosystem, landscape, or experience can be considered beautiful
by different groups of people for different reasons. Agreement on
the aesthetic value can be a common starting point for dialogue,
developing mutually agreed boundaries, or mediating across dif-
ferent social groups in support of conservation practices and
policy.

At the same time, identifying specific articulation of value com-
ing together in fuzzy boundaries can help identify lines of con-
flicts and take into account diverse knowledge and value systems.
Although, for example, significant alliances across stakeholders
might be constructed around the idea of life-support values, leav-
ing space for diverse articulations of why and how they matter to
different social groups in their own terms may point to underly-
ing reasons for contention. For example, in the US Pacific North-
west, salmon are keystone species for ecologists and environmen-
talists, and they are foundational for the collective identity and
the material and spiritual existence of many local tribes, facil-
itating alliances to restore waterways and protect salmon from
imminent extinction (Salmon Orca Project 2023). With these ben-
efits inmind, the diverse expressions of the importance of salmon
are brought into fruitful coexistence toward common goals such
as dam removal, but, because they are not conflated, they may
also illuminate areas of contention that could undermine collab-
oration, such as the role of fish hatcheries (Fox et al. 2022) or
the prioritization of tribal fishing rights. When considered in this
way, research on life-support values can offer a potential com-
mon ground for encounters across different epistemic traditions
and knowledge systems, within and beyond academia, in which
diverse articulations can coexist and in which cross-fertilization
is possible (Tengö et al. 2014).

Study limitations
Systematic literature searches are limited by the databases and
search string used to identify articles. Accordingly, the present
article reflects a limited set of knowledge that neglects oral tradi-
tions, gray literature, and other forms of nonacademic knowledge.
In addition, some key publications on relational values (Muraca
2011, Díaz et al. 2015, Chan et al. 2016) did not appear because
the combination of value types and nature, ecosystem services, or
nature’s contributions to people did not occur in the title, abstract,
keywords, or subject, even though they occurred in the text. For
this reason, expert knowledge and consideration of additional
sources was essential to contextualize, integrate, and interpret
the results. Overall, the 239 coded papers augmented by the
present authors’ knowledge of the literature are comprehensive
of the current leading debates on specific environmental values.

Another limitation in our findings is the focus on English-
language literature. A wider consideration of the semantic field
of each value type (if not of the exact wording)—for example, in
Spanish or Chinese—could offer other salient articulations and
relevant associations. Moreover, the framework remains embed-
ded in the Western traditions of environmental ethics, conser-
vation biology, political ecology, and ecological economics. The
search terms are not as commonly used by IPLC. To partially ad-
dress this limitation, the results of a parallel correlated search on
ILK literature, which also included literature in Spanish, were an-
alyzed via qualitative interpretation of selected papers and on the
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round of their relevance to developing core meanings or identi-
ying salient articulations and relevant associations.
For instance, some important contributions from ILK and non-

nglish literature include broader conceptualizations of instru-
ental values not limited to Western worldviews or reducible to
eans to human ends, as is described in our core meaning. These
ses of instrumental values also extend to diverse worldviews, in-
luding pluricentrism,which were not relevant associations of in-
trumental values identified in our assessment of the literature
IPBES 2022). In these cases, the language of instrumental values
an help articulate the importance for IPLC of access to and use of
ecessities such as wild food plants and animals (Ghorbani et al.
012) but also the need for protection from them, as with the pro-
ection of crops from elephants in the Congo Basin (Ngouhouo
oufoun et al. 2016).
Similarly, for the semantic field of relational values, other ex-

mples emerged from a parallel search on ILK literature that were
ot immediately apparent from the coded literature. One reason
s that in the case of relational ontologies or cosmovisions (Acuña
t al. 2015, Escobar 2018, Diver et al. 2019), relational values are
arely articulated in the definitory language of specific values (as
alues of relationships between people and nature and among
eople through nature), although they also encompass and in-
orm specific values with respect to contextual NCP and place-
pecific relations. In many cases, relational language is expressed
ith reference to general norms or instructions that guide prac-
ices (e.g., gathering, hunting, growing, ceremonies) and regulate
se and access or principles that organize ways of life, modes
f cohabitation with other-than-humans, obligations, and reci-
rocity (Singh 2013, Rahder 2014,Gould et al. 2019, Solís and Casas
019). For example, the Cuicatec people in Mexico have rules as-
ociated with hunting and gathering seasons that respect female
ndividuals of vertebrate species (Solís and Casas 2019). Similarly,
heMonpa in Arunachal Pradesh, India, have environmentalman-
gement practices emphasizing respectful land use influenced by
raditional knowledge and the cultural network among commu-
ity members (Singh 2013).

losing remarks
n the present article, we summarized the most frequent mean-
ngs and categorized heterogenous uses of intrinsic, instrumen-
al, and relational values in the literature systematically into
alient articulations and provided qualitative assessments of the
trength of association between each value type and the world-
iews described in the values assessment.We then explored fuzzy
oundaries, where specific values overlap in the literature. Finally,
e addressed how these results inform policy and can help direct
uture research.
We believe that having a clear understanding of the different

alue types and the ways they are used in the literature advances
he potential for pluralistic valuation of ecosystem services and
CP and can inform better policy decisions. There is large consen-
us in the literature we reviewed that considering diverse values
an help policymakers by making otherwise neglected, intangible
osts and benefits visible (Witt et al. 2019), facilitate a more in-
lusive and just articulation of values (Himes and Muraca 2018),
itigate conflicts by fostering comanagement (Kenter et al. 2015,
arcía-Llorente et al. 2018), and encourage participation and im-
rove communication among different groups (Hope and Jones
014, Reed and Ceno 2015, Arias-Arévalo et al. 2017, Berry et al.
018, Gale and Ednie 2019, Witt et al. 2019). It can strengthen the
otivations of people toward conservation (Winkler and Hauck
019), enable better collaboration across disciplines (Chan et al.
018), and support broad alliances for win–win solutions (Reyers
t al. 2012). Pluralistic value assessments also reduce the risk of
rowding out other motivations and help build common ground
nd reciprocal learning across different stakeholders by acknowl-
dging different motivations (Rico García-Amado et al. 2013).
However, for theoretical consistency and accuracy in policy use,

t is important to clarify the terminology regarding the differ-
nt values at play in pluralistic assessments. Simultaneously, the
uzzy boundaries between values can indicate convergences that
ay be useful to build common ground across different groups

n support of biodiversity conservation or equitable development
Norton 1991, Berry et al. 2018): “Environmentalists may consis-
ently disagree over the reasons for a specific policy direction
ithout disagreeing over the policy direction itself” (Saner and
ordt 2016, p. 76).
For future research,we believe the coremeanings, salient artic-

lations, and relevant associations we identified can help guide
he development of survey instruments and coding of interview
ata in empirical studies on why nature matters. We also believe
ur framework can be used to develop approaches of ecosystem
ccounting that consider the multiple values of NCP, including
cosystem services. However, work should continue so that we
an better understand the diversity of reasons that nature mat-
ers to people; broader linguistic articulations and nonlinguistic,
mbodied expressions related to intrinsic, instrumental, and re-
ational values (and maybe other less characterized value types)
re important to adequately represent worldviews and perspec-
ives from cultures that do not share European philosophical his-
ory or publish in English. This would also support more explic-
tly investigating how different values can be expressed through
iverse human–nature relationships. Increased inclusion of these
iverse perspectivesmay clarify points of contention or confusion
n management situations that can escalate to conflict.
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